
The CT Trail Census is funded by a CT Recreational Trails Grant and is being conducted in partnership with the Connecticut Greenways Council, UConn Extension, and the Naugatuck Valley Council of Governments. 
You can learn more about the project at: www.cttrailcensus.uconn.edu  

Manual Count Instructions 
The infrared counters being used to record trail uses for the CT 
Trail Census are not perfect.  They may under count and over 
count in certain situations.  For instance, users passing the 
counter at the same time will likely be counted as one user, 
and individuals stopping in front of the counter could be 
counted several times.   

Trail Coordinators will be responsible for periodic in-person 
manual counts of users on their trail.  These counts will be used 
to develop a correction factor that will be applied to the 
infrared counts to account for discrepancies.  This process will  
offer insights into how the trail is being used and ensure that 
the counters are functioning properly.  Trail Coordinators 
should plan to conduct 10 hours of manual counts before the 
end of the year.

Some general guidelines: 
• All counts must be done in one hour blocks, one hour per 

sheet, beginning exactly at the top of the hour (Official US 
Daylight Savings Time DST – www.time.gov).

• Counts should be done from a location with line of sight to 
the counter, but not too close to be intimidating or change 
normal activity on the trail.  You should be a passive 
observer.

• Make sure the counter is functioning before starting counts.
• Only count people passing the counter location.
• Record multiples passing the counter simultaneously on the 

same line.
• Cyclists and pedestrians counted separately.
• Users in/ on wheelchairs, strollers, rollerblades, etc. 

counted as “other”.  Only occupied strollers, etc. counted. 

Questions? Aaron Budris abudris@nvcogct.org or 203-489-0362 

Enter totals, E-mail a scan/photo to 
abudris@nvcogct.org. Send 
original using provided envelope. 

Enter trail and town, volunteer‘s 
name, date, time and weather 
(www.weather.com) All times 
should be synchronized to official 
US Daylight Savings Time (DST) 
(www.time.gov).  

Multiple people passing the 
counter at the same time in the 
same direction (SD) or opposite 
direction (OD) counted on one 
line. 

Distinguish between 
walking/running for pedestrians 
and detail “other” mode in 
comments. 

People in strollers or 
wheelchairs, or on skates, etc. 
counted as “other” – explain in 
comments.  

 Groups not passing counter at 
the same time recorded on 
separate lines 

The Infrared counters used for the CT 
Trail Census record the temperature 
differential between trail users and 
the background within the counter’s 
“line of sight”.  We are asking 
coordinators to group users that pass 
the counter simultaneously on the 
same line to reflect what the counter 
is likely recording.   
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